LESSON ENGAGEMENT
OUTSTANDING LEARNING (5)
You are consistently ready, respectful and safe. You continually go above and beyond with your
contribution to the lesson. You participate fully and enthusiastically in class, you demonstrate
leadership skills within the lesson and support other students with quality feedback. You work well
independently and show a clear interest and passion for the subject. You are resilient and you break
through barriers to achieve your absolute best.

EXCELLENT LEARNING (4)
You are consistently ready, respectful and safe. You participate fully in class, you demonstrate
leadership skills within the lesson and support other students. You work independently and show a
wider interest and passion for the subject. You are resilient and don’t give up when the work gets
challenging. You are reflective about what you need to do next. You regularly do more than what is
expected.

Expected LEARNING (3)
You are ready, respectful and safe. You focus on the work and complete the tasks set. You work well
with others. You both ask and answer questions and try to learn from your mistakes. You are
reflective about what you need to do next.

LEARNING NEEDS IMPROVEMENT (2)
You are NOT always ready or respectful or safe. You struggle to motivate yourself and settle quickly
to tasks. Your behaviour can disrupt others. You do not complete the expected standard of work and
struggle to work independently. You are passive in your learning. You are easily distracted and need
reminding of expectations. You may complete the work but are disruptive toward others.

UNACCEPTABLE LEARNING (1)
You are NOT ready, or respectful or safe. Your persistent/ poor attitude to learning significantly
impacts on others. You are unable to motivate yourself to complete the work set. You show a lack of
interest in the subject, and are actively disengaged. You are unresponsive to intervention from your
teacher.

What specifically are your teachers
looking for?
☺Academic achievement towards target
☺Excellent contribution to a class discussion
☺Excellent effort in class
☺Excellent effort in homework
☺Excellent group work
☺Excellent independent research
☺Good citizenship
☺Resilience in class

What might indicate to teachers that
you are not meeting expectations?
 Disrupting other students
 Disrupting the teacher
 Low level disruption
 In class misconduct
 Lack of equipment
 Folder / notes not organised
 Missed a deadline
 Poor effort with HW or no homework
 Poor effort in class

